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Seismic tests are performed in CEA-DEMT since many years in order
to demonstrate the ualification of components
to give an experimental YalidBtion of calculation methods used for seismic design of

components
The paper presents exemples of these two types of testsa description af the existing facilities

and details about the new facility TAMARIS under construction.
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I INTRODUCTION

Seismic tests are performed in CEA-DEMT since many years in order:
to demonstrate the qua] if cation f components
to gve an experimental validation f calculation methods used for seismic esign of NPP

components
The paper presents exemples of these two types of testsa description of the existing facilities

and details about the ew facility TAMARIS uder construction.

2 QUALIFICATION TESTS

These tests are performed to prove that electrical or mechanical equipments are able to sustain
seismic excitations while maintaining their safety functions.
The standards which are most commonly applied in France are:
- IEEE 34-75: Recommended practices for seismic qualification of class I E equipement for

nuclear generating station.
-UTE-C20-,420.
Both standards recommend to perform sine befft or accelerogram tests. In this later case the
laboratory has to reproduce on its shaking table a Required Response Spectra (RRS). Usually a
synthetic accelerogram is used. The Test Response pectra (TRS hs to be close as ssibl to
the RR.S. In order to be as realistic as possible it is recommended to perform multiaxial testing.
As there is no large scale three dimensionna saking table in France tests are limited to
vertical and one horizontal directions. Therefore it is necessary to rotate the specimen. A full
seism ic qual if cation sequ;ence is the fo low ing:
-sine sweep test (0 I g) for each axis individually in order to obtain the frequencies f the
specimen.
-S GBE XZ axis
-rottation
-50BE Y-Z axis
-I SSE YZ axis
- rotation
-I SE X+ Z axis
All kind of specimens have been tested on shaking tables. They can Yary from a small
seismometer weighing sme Kg to a 18000 Kg steam relief valve. The facilities must be
adaptable to this great variety of specimens, For small specimens table acceleration noise is of
prime importance (typically: 0. I g). For bigger specimens table stiffness is the principal
characteristic.

Among the various secimens which hve been tested we can quote-.air conditioning
filtersyalyes paced on pipesneutron charnbersseismometersplant computersSuper Phenix
primary pump frydrostatic bearingbase isolation systems:hooped neoprene pads (Ref I )and
cross rollers system, relayssnubbers....

Some tests require external sy,3tevis to be performed. In the cse of the seismic qualification of
a PWR low pressi re safety injection pump it has been necessary ti) built a complete water loop
in order to test the pump under running condition (pump mass: I Twater flow:880
M3/houtlet pressure. 16 Bars, electric motor power:550 KW).(Ref 2,Fig I
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3 VALIDATION OF CALCULATION METHODS (R&D TESTS)

Seismic qualification for bigger components is generally made by calculation .-therefore the aim
of seismic tests is the alidation of the model in cow of complex geometries or validation of the
calculation method as uncertainties can be numerous U to fluidboundwy conditionsnon
linearities as shocks or plasticity .....

3 .1 "le

Due to the size of the components these R&D tests are commonly performed at rduced sBle.The
mock up material is the same as for the prototype and a scaling low conserving the elocity and
the stresses is taken;the frequency range a; aceleration have to be multiplied by the inverse of
the scale factor ( Ref 3)

3.2 Pm_-ioP&7 of y&-ioiat8sts

Among the arious tests performed at DEMT we can quote:
-tests on concrete structures wch as beams and frames up to the rupture.A non linear

concrete model was used to interpret these tests.( Ref ,Fig I
-tests on PWR components

-steam generator bundlescBle I 3,with impacts of the support plates on the shroud
(Ref 5)

_6Mamic bucklingof storage tanks sle /10(Pef 6-Fig 2)
-PWR fuel elements mpacts of elements at full and reduced scale (Ref 7,Fi 3)
-piping system with various supports
-impact of a steam generator YesselscBle 1/6(Ref 8)

-tests on LMFBR components
-6yrmic buckling of hmispherical and cylindrical shells sle I (Ref 9)
-LMFBR reactor core sle 1/3,an extensive programm on the mock up RAPSODIE

has been crried out (Ref 1 0 I I ).An optical measure system supplies a carthography of the
displacements in bath horizontal directions of the head of subassemblies.(Fig 4)

-control rod and We system ( Ref I 2,F ig 5)

3.3 iykulation

The test results we interpreted try the EA finite element calculation code CASTEM (Pef 13)
which can deal with linear and non 11!new static or ynamic clculation. The seismic calculation
con either be performed with the uswl spectrum method, direct integration of the omplete
equation system or recombination of model responses during time (method which is suitable
to Comic analysis with linear material behaviour and nn linearities due to shocks)(Ref 1)
Accurate rrelations are seldom obtained at the first trial.Most of the time it is necessary to
perform elementary tests to tune the calculation model.

Inertia properties of the -specimen massposition of dgmoments f inertia) must be checked.
Static tests help to verify the validity of the stiffness matrix. AO ustments are often necessary to
take into acount some localized softnesses located at the onnections between different parts of
the specimen. Static tests can also deliver the nonlinear behaviour of materials.
In the cse of specimen with gaps elementary impact tests low to get the locailized shocks
stiffnesses to be introduced into the calculation model.Snapback tests will deliver the first
frequencies and their dmping ratios.Thess parameters can also be obtained by sine sweep tests
performed by shaking table or electrodynarnic shaker.Sine tests will also give mode shapes and
therefore modal participation factors.In case f nuid structure intv-action sine sweep tests will
allow to check the value of calculated added mom.
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After all these verifications &W adjustments the seismic calculation can be performed. It is
ecessa; y to use the accelerograms which have been recorded during the tst. This is a

requirement as tere is always sme difference between the drive signals and the recorded
arcelerograms.
After all these steps it is reasonable to hope to obtain some god rrelation between test and
calculation results. The computer model being validated on reduced sale Wing can afterwards
be applied to full scale structure with sme confidence.

4 3EISMICFACILITIESATCEA-DEMT

4. 1 Sme history

The first shaiking table at EA-Saclay was Dmmissionned in 1969. At that time the ESUVE
shaking table was moved by springs which were compressed by hnd and suddenly released it
was guided by rails and casters. Earthquake simulation was therefore very approximatiye. Since
this early period several improvements and extensions have been performed

The YESLNE table (Fig Owas equipped with a 350 KN hydraulic shaker and a better guiding
system able to whistand large overturning moments.

in 976 the blaxial (H+Y) TURNESM (Fig 7 shaking table was added in order to cmply
with the new seismic qualification standards.

In 1983 in order to perform reduced scale testing the MIMOSA shaking table was
commissionned. This table is an horizontal uniaxi8l table actuated by a sort stroke hydraulic
jack able to go up to 300 z.The same year was also oDmmissionned the VESUBIE facility (Fig
8)which was designed to perform seismic tests on slender structures like full scale 2 m)
Super Phenix ntrol rod ad drive mechanism. Three 25 KN actuators simulate various seismic
motions at different elevations.
A specific testing rig named BLEUET was also designed and used W the seismic behaviour of

tr&aulic and mechanical nubbers. This facility is actuated by a 500 KN long stroke actuator.
All these facilities are powered by a 840 I/mn 2 Bars power ack. Data acquisition and
control of the tables are performed try a minicomputer which can digitize 6 channels at the rate
of I 00 Hz per channel simultaneously.

The main features f 11 the E.A existing facilities are presented in table I 

4. 2 T41'WIS

The present capabilities of existing shaking tables in France are limiting sizes and weight of the
specimens to 3m*3m and 20T. in sme for qualification testing these capabilities are too
small (diesel generstorsreprocessing plant equipments). For R&D tests these limits are
imposing ery small reduced scale. In that case representatively of the models is always
questionnable. For xample it is not possible at the present time to test a rep, ese, tative rw of
full scale PWR fuel elements.

These various limitations have motivated WDEMT to start in 1985 the study and design of a
new seismic laboratory: TAMARIS (Fig 9.

This ew laboratory will be located on the Saclay site. The existing facilities will be transfered
to the new building and two new facilities will be added: AZALEE (Fig I ) and IRIS.
The A2alee shaking table (6m*6m) will allow seismic simulation for specimens weighing up to
I OOT. This table will be, at the beginning, a 2 D (X+Y) shaking table actuated y four 600 KN
hydraulic jacks 2 per axis). Four vertical rods with swivels will provide guiding f the table
to cnstrain vertical movement and overturning moments. These rods can be replaced later by 4
hydraulic jcks to transform this table to a 3 D facility. This table will have high performances
as it will be able t reach I g and 1 m/s for a I 0 T specimen (see table 2).
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The Iris facility is a 15m deep hexagonal pit(4m*4m) which has been designed for excitation
of very long specimens. It is a modular facility where ydraulics jacks can be anchored at ay
level and in arty direction (X or Y). This facility will replace 65ubie
All the shaking tables will be grouped on a single 2700 T raction mass. This mass will be

suspended try helicoidal springs and vissmis dampers at a very ow frequency in order to prevent
transmission to the environment A 4m high reaction wall will also be constrLicted on this
reaction mass to allow for specific tests.

All the tables will be energized by a 2150 /mn power pack composed of 6 Waulic pumps.
The facilities will be grouped in a rew building housing a 6 m high 760 m2 testing hall ad
860 m2 offices and workshop for the personnel. The pumps will be located in a special room in
the basement of the building.
Constructionofthenewbuildingstartedbyjune86. ItissdvmledtostartoperatingT&maris

at the beginning of 988.
After cmpletion Tamaris will greatly increase the seismic simulation capabilities in France.

Tests on some large mechanical equipements will become feasible and more representative
reduced scale specimens can be considered
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